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An Experiment in Collaboration and Generating Narrative 
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 ‘ratio, is a new play that was conceived as a collaborative experiment to 
investigate the possibility of a playwright and designer co-authoring a script through their 
preferred mediums; written text and visual art. The final script document consists of both 
a written text and visual narrative text, asking the reader to create and interpret the story 
through both mediums. 
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I am a scenic designer. I am a sculptor of space and sight. I carve, mold and 
assemble performance environments.  I seek to engage audiences with theater that is 
spectacular, visceral and experiential. I am an artisan of visual stories, but these stories 
are usually born from a playwright's initial textual narrative. Prior to this thesis I viewed 
a theatre designer’s work as non-generative, in reaction to a playwright’s text. As a visual 
author, I reacted to but did not control narrative. What would happen if a visual author 
was there from the beginning, crafting and molding the story with a playwright as an 
integral part of the generative process? What would be the challenges and benefits of a 
playwright and designer collaboration? ‘ratio was conceived as such an experiment.  It 
asks the question, is it possible for a playwright and designer to co-author a script by each 
working in their primary mediums.  
One evening at a showcase of designers’ work, David Turkel, an MFA candidate 
in the playwriting program at The University of Texas at Austin, and I began a 
conversation about the potential authorial role of the designer as visual dramaturg. Turkel 
was intrigued by the notion of a designer in the room from the beginning of the 
conceptual and narrative process. He asked if I wanted to read a fifteen-page synopsis on 
a play he wanted to write. I agreed to read the text but had questions about how the 
process might work. How would such collaboration be negotiated?  I have a lot of respect 
for Turkel and I had seen his work before, so after reading the fifteen pages I agreed to 
undertake this journey. Thus, the ‘ratio project was born—a project where text narrative 






FALL 2012: BEGINNING 
It became apparent that in order to move forward, Turkel and I needed to define a 
structure within which we could collaborate. Collaboration is a loosely understood 
concept; however, for Turkel and I, collaboration meant that we both had to be equals: to 
have an equal investment in the project, equal credit, and produce work equally. All of 
this would be essential in achieving our goal of developing a new method of generating 
theatrical narrative.  
Narrative is broadly defined by Merriam-Webster as “a story that is told or 
written (Narrative).” For me, Theatrical narrative is a progression of connected events; a 
story that is meant to be performed on the stage in space and time. In most traditional 
plays the connected events are united by spoken language. In Theatrical Realism, these 
events follow one from another in a logical order, enacted by characters who are familiar 
representations of real human types. (The Editors of Encyclopædia Britannica) Roland 
Barthes, a well-regarded literary theory voice of the 1970s in Europe and America, 
argues that these texts are readerly and are presented in a familiar, linear, manner 
(Barthes 4). They adhere to the status quo in style and content. Meaning is pre-
determined and fixed so that the reading is controlled. These texts often attempt to 
repress elements that encourage multiple readings. In contrast, Barthes also defines 
another type of text as a writerly text—one that reveals and foregrounds the ambiguities 
that the readerly text attempts to hide. The reader now assumes a co-authorial role in the 
construction of meaning (Barthes 4). In the readerly text, the stability of linear narrative 
structure is often contested. Turkel and I agreed that we wanted to create a text that was 




what Barthes refers to as “an ideal text (Barthes 5).” Barthes proposed that “an ideal text” 
blurs the distinction between the reader and writer: 
. . . the networks are many and interact, without any one of them being 
able to surpass the rest; this text is a galaxy of signifiers, not a structure of 
signifieds; it has no beginning; it is reversible; we gain access to it by 
several entrances, none of which can be authoritatively declared to be the 
main one; the codes it mobilizes extend as far as the eye can reach, they 
are indeterminable . . . ; the systems of meaning can take over this 
absolutely plural text, but their number is never closed, based as it is on 
the infinity of language (Barthes 5). 
 
With the goal of creating an ideal text, Turkel and I met, discussed, and began to 
define the next steps in the process. We began slowly, discussing three to four events of 
the current narrative that we were both interested in exploring. We then separated and 
worked for one to two weeks, with minimal conversation. Turkel wrote text based events 
and I created visual 2D events. When we both felt ready to share our work, we came 
together. Turkel sent me his text the evening before our meeting, so that I would have a 
chance to read it.  I shared my imagery when we met in person. While examining our 
contributions, we discussed several things: where overlaps existed, which events were 
similar in tone style and narrative, where conflicts existed and where one event was 
stronger than the other. We found that more often than not, our event planning blended 
together in strange, unusual, and exciting ways. As we continued in this process, our 
work began to overlap more and conflict less. It was during the initial generative sessions 




images while suggestive of shape, location and content, were ambiguous enough to allow 
any viewer to construct their own story. As a consequence the beginnings of a visual, 
writerly narrative began to emerge. 
 
 












Illustration Four: Untitled 
 




As we created and negotiated our events a narrative began to emerge organically. 
Two months later, Turkel had written ninety pages of narrative text and I had created 
thirty-three visual narrative images. 
 
SPRING 2013: FIRST DRAFT 
The next step of this creative process was to take the draft and compose the 
written text and the visual text into one script artifact that could be shared with a 
dramaturg, director and actors. Our challenge was to situate both texts as co-equal 
components. We wanted to ask the reader to simultaneously decode the readerly written 
text, while at the same time constructing an open set of meanings from the imagery of the 
visual text. In Wolfgang Iser’s The Act of Reading: a theory of aesthetic response in 
which he concludes that “literary work has two poles: the artistic and the aesthetic. He 
argues that the artistic pole is the author’s text and the aesthetic is the realization 
accomplished by the reader.” Basically stating that the reader forms an image in his mind, 
of the text he has just read. In our first draft, we problematized this assertion by providing 
both written and visual text simultaneously allowing the reader to integrate both into a 
personalized “aesthetic” response.  
As we pushed further into the process, Turkel and I joined a professional 
development workshop (PDW) class at The University of Texas at Austin, in the 
Department of Theater and Dance. The goal of this class was to workshop the first draft 
of the script with Dan Rothenberg from Pig Iron Theatre Company. Pig Iron is a 
contemporary ensemble based theatre company focusing mainly on new performance 
work that defy easy categorization. Working with Rothenberg, we were interested to 




understand it as constructed narrative. What we discovered, while viewing readers of this 
text, was that people resisted the role of active reader, they were afraid of imposing an 
inappropriate narrative from the visuals onto the written text. Reading a text is a learned 
skill, a skill that is developed not only from a cultural standpoint of what ‘is’ and ‘what is 
not’ appropriate, but also from a fundamental, learned methodology of reading. When 
working in this unfamiliar doubled narrative, understanding relies on the ability to shift to 
a new way of reading—a reading tactic that is not only foreign but also troubling to the 
average reader. The question became; how, after the ideal text is created, do we teach 
actors, directors, audiences and dramaturges a new way of reading? The investigations of 
the class allowed us to isolate some major conflicts in the first draft of the script.  
What we discovered was that the written script, was more readerly than writerly, 
even when accompanied by the visual text. In a sense, both texts were redundant because 
they provided the same information to the reader—each acting as an illustration of the 
other. We had not created enough space for the reader to generate his or her own 
aesthetic meaning. When the visual narrative was accompanied by text the visuals never 
assumed an individual identity. 
In the post workshop process, Turkel and I attempted to separate the texts, break 
them open, and rebuild. We learned that the visual text and written text needed separate 
identities. They could not co-exist as we intended them if they shared the same 
information because together they shut down a “writerly” interpretation. Each needed to 






SUMMER 2013: REVISION 
With all of these realizations, Turkel and I took the summer to work and answer 
our major concern; how do we combine the two narratives to create the text that we had 
imagined--a text in which the reader takes control and has an active role in their reading? 
As Turkel and I worked, we began to simplify the necessary elements on stage. In the 
first draft we had more than twenty performers and dozens of locations. I suggested that 
the show be produced with ten performers and a bench. Thus, we revised our work even 
further. It was also during the summer revision that we formed a new description for our 
work. This project was not just a script and not just an artbook, and so we devised the 
term art-script. In August, we were informed that the play was going to be produced as a 
part of UTNT, (University of Texas New Theatre Festival) in the Spring of 2014. This 














FALL 2013: FINAL ART-SCRIPT 
We completed a new draft of the art-script that we felt moved close to our goal of 
an ideal text. With the knowledge that this art-script was going to have a spring 
production, we began a fall workshop in order to navigate how to blend visuals as text 
and text as visuals onstage. Most of the original artwork was discarded; all that remained 
were the black and white chalk drawings. We used these as a foundation to create both 
new imagery and major writing edits. My intent was that the embodied visuals created in 
this workshop would become the basis of the final art-script; however, the workshop 
ultimately was more useful for developing the written narrative the visual narrative. We 
continued to struggle with how to translate visual narrative to the stage and how it was to 
be deciphered by the audience. I was determined to balance out the two narratives and 
began to re-assemble the art-script again. I removed written narrative and replaced it with 
visual information. I was determined to make both narratives work in conversation with 
each other, and make both equally important. This became a tougher job than I had 





Illustration Six: Final Art-script Pages 18-19 
 





Illustration Eight: Final Art-script Pages 88-89 
 





SPRING 2014: UTNT 
By February of 2014, I was three months into the creation of the new art-script 
and the production was in rehearsal for UTNT. The rehearsal process followed a 
traditional theatre production model in that the director assumed the primary authority. 
The director did not work with the visual text. Thus the only part of our collaboration that 
was used in the development of the UTNT production was the written text. This was 
supposed to be our chance to experiment with how an audience and actors would 
understand the art-script as a readerly and writerly text. The lack of ability and desire on 
the part of the director and actors to investigate a non-traditional rehearsal format 
undermined any chance of the visual narrative being present in the performance. Almost 
as an afterthought there were attempts at integrating the visual narrative, (Illustration Ten 
and Eleven), but it was soon cut and nothing from the visual narrative was incorporated 















REFLECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Throughout this collaborative process, I debated whether or not this art-script 
should be produced—performed as a traditional theatre piece. I see the act of reading this 
artifact as a performance. It requires the audience (reader) to actively participate in 
creating narrative, and each individual will have a different connection to the script. This 
art-script, challenges the readers traditional understanding of where narrative is generated 
in the first place. If a reader has no context with which to approach this text a 
performance will suffer. People have to be taught how to “read” this type of script and we 
have to further investigate how this can be taught. The creation of the art-script was a 
non-traditional process. Unfortunately the production, using a traditional rehearsal 
process, did not present this play as intended. A new method must be devised, to read, 
rehearse and embody this form of playwriting.  
Another reason this performance was un-successful in embodying both narratives 
is that no designers were assigned to this show. This performance was expected to be a 
staged reading, a method of presenting narrative that foregrounds verbal narrative. 
Designers by their very nature are visual storytellers, so without them on this project, it 
became harder to show the visual narrative. The format, in which this show was given to 
be displayed, was in direct conflict with how this show was created. Our performances, 
attempted to put this non-traditional show into a traditional format. It struggled to create a 
balance between both narratives. We had a strong complete text narrative, and a weak 
visual narrative structure. We created a readerly and writerly text, an ideal text, but were 






Turkel and I began this process as a playwright and a designer. I view myself as 
more than just a designer now, I am a narrative author. I generate the writerly text in 
every play I design to allow people to create their own narratives based around a prop, a 
setting, or a costume. While the visual narrative may never be in the script, it is my 
responsibility to generate the writerly narrative, through visual information. Only when 
both the readerly and writerly text is in collaboration, can an ideal text be created both 
onstage and in our art-script.  
The collaboration and creation of this project was successful, in that, the art-script 
artifact became what Barthes would call “an ideal text.” A text that is both readerly and 
writerly, but the performance will require more work. Tradition methods of rehearsing 
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